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1. INTRODUCTION 

The physics program i11 the reaction study with radioactive ion beams (RIB's) produced 
with theACCULINNAfacility will be devoted to the structure of light nuclei with neutron 
halo (6He, 8He, 11Li) or nuclei with the expected proton halo (1B), the isospin d~pendence 
of nuclear potential, fission of transuranium nuclei produced in fusion reactions of 8He, 
14Be, 220 and other neutron-rich RIB's, role of the neutron flow in fusion reactions of 
neutron-rich RIB' s. 

According to our estimations (I] the ACCULINNA design parameters allow to obtain on 
gaseous (H2) or metallic (Be) production target, purify and deliver to a physics target 
beams of 6He, 8He, 8B, 9Li, 9C, etc. of the intensity of 104 ~ 107 s·1

. 

In the near future systematic investigations of the lightest of the above mentioned nuclei, 
namely 6He, will be started. In the framework of three body approach (2,3] this nucleus 
can be treated more easily than other halo nuclei since its components are structureless in a 
good approximation. Therefore revealing 6He neutron halo as a knowledge of its 
characteristics can give an impetus to further theoretical and experimental investigations in 
this domain of nuclear physics. 

The 6He beams will be generated via the reaction 7Li + 1H ⇒ 6He · + 2p. The beam of 7Li 
ions accelerated in the charge state of 2+ by the cyclotron to the energy of 44 MeV·A will 
be used as the primary beam. In this case one can get a quite pure 6He radioactive nuclear 
beam with the energy of about 40 MeV•A and the intensity oforder of 107s·1

. 

To carry out this physics program a detection system is being developed whicq will consist 
of two telescopes on the base ofmultiwire proportional chambers, CsI(Tl) scintillation and 
Si detectors (.1E Si strip detectors and thick Si(Li) detectors). The solid angle of a 
telescope is 100 msr. Such a detection system will give an opportunity to investigate elastic 
and inelastic scattering of 6He nuclei with the sensitivity of l · 10"28cm:i/sr and with the 
angular resolution of 60cm ""5° in the centre of mass system. Some measurements, when it 
is needed, will be done with the angular resolution of t\0cm "" 0.5°. Energy resolution of 
CsI(Tl) and Si detectors will be at the level of:,; I%. 

2. FACILITY LAYOUT 

The layout of the beam line ACCULINNA is shown in Fig.I. To produce RIB's a 
magnetic quadrupole doublet Q01-Q02 focuses the primary beam, delivered from the 
cyclotron, onto the main object slit F 1 where the production target is placed. The design 
dimentions of the main object slit are 3x5 mm2

, respectively in horizontal and vertical 



directions. The radioactive beams created are transported towards a physics target F3 
where nuclear physics experiments take place. 

The ACCULINNA beam line itself includes two magnetic dipoles (Dl,D2), eight magnetic 
quadrupoles (QI-Q8) and two magnetic sextupoles (SXl,SX2). The facility has a mirror 

· symmetry against the transverse intermediate plane F2. 
There are two operational modes differed in optical conditions in the physics target plane 
F3 and, as a consequence, in the intermediate plane F2• The main ion-optical parameters of 
the modes being called from here on as achromatic and dispersion ones, respectively, are 
given in Tale I. 

In the first mode there are· a dispersionless fully achromatic focus of the beam on the 
physics target and a moderate momentum resolution in the plane F2. The latter plane is an 
appropriate place fqr installing wedge degraders to purify the beam of interest. Depending 
on the wedges, achromatic or monoenergetic ones [4,5], the beam line optics after the 

· degrader will be either the same as it would be without any degrader, e.g. the beam will 
have the above mentioned achromatic focus on the physics target, or the energy spread of 
the beam will be decreased to some extent at the expense of increasing the transverse 
phase space of the beam. . 

The dispersion operational mode, mainly foreseen for working with pri~ary cyclotron 
beams, provides a. possibility to. have on the physics target a rather good momentum 
resolution. In this case, in conjunction with a following spectrometer, conditions which are 
inherent in the so called momentu_m loss spectrometer can be reached. 

For rotation of either the intermediate focal· plane in the achromatic mode or the physics 
target focal plane in the dispersion mode, two magnetic sextupole lenses SXl and SX2 are 
provided. There sextupoles are housed in the drift spaces between the lenses Q3 and Q4 
and the lenses Q7 and QS, respectively. 

The ion-optical characteristics of the beam line ACCULINNA up to the second order were· 
calculated via the TRANSPORT program [6]. 

3.·TEST EXPERIMENTS 

Two test experiments were carried out in the first' half of l 996. The cyclotron beam 14N7+ 

with the energy" of about 51 MeY•A was used for defining the main ion-optical 
characteristics of ACCULINNA tuned to the achromatic inode. The carbon collimator 
with a slit of the size of3xl0 mm2 was installed in the main object position F1 of the beam 
line. 

To measure the transm1ss1on of the beam, four Faraday cups were applied. The first 
Faraday cup was. installed just after the beam exit from the cyclotron. The other three 
measured the beam intensity, respectively, after the main object slit, in the intermediate 
focal plane F2 and in the achromatic focus F3• As the experiments showed, about 70% of 
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the 14N beam coming from U400M cyclotron can be rather easily focused onto the main 
object slit mentioned above. From the whole beam that passed through the slit about 90% 
of ions were transported up to the achromatic focus plane. 

Other measurements were made to observe the momentum resolution in the intermediate 
focal plane F2 and the sizes of the images of the object slit in the planes F2 and fJ. For this 
purpose two multiwire proportional chambers installed in these planes were used. Both, 
the measured and calculated beam profiles are shown in Fig.2 and 3. The calculations were 
done under assumption of the isotropical and homogeneous distribution of the beam going 
from the object slit. The profiles are in a reasonable accord to each other. A factor of I. 7 
of the achromatic plane F 3 image broadening of the 3 mm object slit is determined by the 
second order aberrations arising in the system after excitation of the sextupole SXl to 
correct the momentum resolution in the intermediate focal plane F2. However we were not 
able to reach the calculated momentum resolution in the plane F2 (see Table l). The reason 
seems to be due to a rather broad energy spread of the cyclotron beam. This spread as well 
as the transverse emittance of the beam was not being controlled during the experiments. 
Going from the measured FWHM profile of 7 mm the energy spread can be estimated as 
being about 2.5%. Taking this energy spread into account we believe that the beam profile 
obtained in the focal plane F3 is similar to that what one should have also for RIB's. 

Finally, a series of experiments dealing with the producing of radioactive ion beams at 
fragmentation of 51 MeV-A 14N7

+ cyclotron beam on carbon was performed. A carbo~ 
production target of the thickness of 170 mg/cm2 was installed in the object slit position F,.' 
A momentum selection slit diaphragm of the size of 22x20 mm2 was applied in the 
intermediate focal plane F2. It restricted the RIB momentum spread to value of about ±2%. 
The diaphragm construction allowed for the mounting of wedge degraders. An achromatic 
aluminium wedge was used in these experiments. Its thickness, taking along the optical 
axis of the beam line, was 210 mg/cm2

• Radioactive beams were observed identified by a 
detector telescope consisting of a 300 µm Si ~E- detector and a Csl(TI) E-detector with 
the cross section of20x20 mm2 and the thickness of 15 mm. The telescope was installed in 
the achromatic focal plane F3• There was not any diaphragm in this plane, ·and all ions 
entering the ~-E detectors system were registered. 

In Fig.4 and Fig.5 are given beam matrices obtained when ACCULINNA was tuned to 
optimal production of 8B5

+ and 6He2
+ ions, respectively. As an example, the 6He energy 

spectrum is presented in Fig.6. The corresponding yields normalised to the 14N beam 
current of 70 pnA are presented in Table 2. To calculate the yields, the GANIL program 
LISE was used. The 14N current given above is a routine one to reach by the cyclotron 
U400M at present. In really, due to the high intensity of the radioactive ions on the 
detectors, all experiments were carried out with the 14N current of one tenth as high. For 
the same reasons we did not present the data for 8B produced without the wedge degrader. 
A small influence of the degrader on . the 6He yield is defined by its small thickness as 
applied to these more energetic ions in comparison with the 8B ones. A considerable 
discrepancy between the predicted and experimental values of the 8B yield seems to come 
from a corresponding overestimation of the reaction cross section used by the program. 
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Table I. The ACCULINNA beam line characteristics. 

Operational mode achromatic in F:i with dispersion in F3 

Bpmn.x 

Solid angle 

Horizontal acceptance angle 

Vertical acceptance angle 

Momentum acceptancP 

Intermediate focal plam{ F 2: 

Horizontal magnification 

Vertical magnification 

Momentum dispersion 

Momentum resolution (FWHM)"l 

Focal plane F 3: 

Horizontal magnification 

Vertical magnification 

Momentum dispersion 

Moment111!1 resolution (FWHM)"l 

Full length of the beam lim~ 

[Tm] 

[msr) 

[mracl] 

[mracl] 

[%) 

(c!n/%] 

[cm/%) 

(ml 

:u; 

0.:1 

±!J 

±8 

{i 

0.4:3 

2.0 

0.5G 

l-l0-3 

1.0 

1.0 

0 

11011" 

12.!i!)4 

a) Main object slit width = 1 mm. Second-order alwrrations are taken into 

account. 

4 

:u 

0.5 

±IO 

±20 

0.8 

l.G7 

1.0 

4.!JI 

:1-10-4 

12.594 

.. 

.,. 

Table 2. Yields (in pps) of various RIB's in tlw n·actiou 14 N7+ (!ii ~1,.\' /11. 70 
pnA) + carbon(l70 mg/rn1 2 ). WPdge thi.-kness is :no mg/nn2 of Alumiuum. 

RIB without wPdgP with wnlg<' 

Present data Simul11tion PrPSPut d11t11 Simulation 

. 
ACCULINNA is t111wd to 8 8 

12N - 1.8• I 04 !i -

nc - 4.7-10:J !i2 -

rnc - Ui-104 2 -

gc - 4.9-I02 5 l(iQ 

108 - 2.l ·102 (i:I -

88 - 9.7-103 2.!i-102 :1.!i-l0'l 

7RP - 1.7· l 04 :l.1·10'3 7. l · l(J'l 

7 Li - 22 2(i -

6Li - 4.1·103 !l. l · 1 ffl 2.0-10" 

4 He - :3.9-I0'l 1.8-10'3 -

3 He - 5.7-103 - -

ACCULINNA is tmwd tu Gile 

11 Be 120 900 - -

ws., 12 <ii 10 :is 
9 Li :1-102 2.7-I0'l 210 1211 

8Li J.J .J0'l 4.7-103 1.0-10'3 :1.2-l(J'l 

7Li 96 210 7~ 120 

sHr. - 0.2 - -

6Jfo 1.4-10'3 8.1-103 J .:3- lll'3 (i.lJ-l()'l 

4 He - 28 - 0.02 
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Fig. I. Tlw ACCULINNA layout. 
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calculated profiles were simulated for the monochromatic beam. The main 
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Fig. 7. Tlw ACCULINNA future development. 
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The result obtained is of promise for us. The matrices will obviously be considerably 
purified without a noticeable decrease of the intensity of the radioactive beam of interest if 
we use a horizontal slit of about 5 mm in front of the detectors. As to the interesties. a gain 
of a factor of 10 will .be reachable due to simple increasing of the intensity of the primary 
beam. At present this intensity is restricted by the radiation problem. Therefore. using even 
this badly non-optical reaction to produce 6He beam. this ions with the intensity of about 
some factor of I 04 pps can be obtained. 

4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

The second.phase of the project ACCULINNA consists in adding to the existing beam line. 
a new transport line which will map the achromatic focal plane into a nonzero dispersion 
focal plane where both a good momentum resolution and small beam divergence ~ill be 
present. In this case placing the physics target in this new focal plane and measuring the 
escape angle of reaction products one will be able to define more exactly the energy of the 
radioactive ions incident upon th!! physics target. hereby enhancing the ,energy accuracy of 
experiments as well as the precision measurements of angular rnstribution of reaction 
products. 

In Fig.7 we shows the second stage of ACCULINNA which fits well the ion-optical 
conditions needed. This stage consists of two magnetic quadrupoles (Q9.Q10). two 22.5°. 
dipole magnets (DJ.D4) with the maximum magnetic rigidity of J T-m and. a magnetic 
sextupole SXJ to rotate the focal plane F-1. This.magnetic spectrometer pem1its to fix the 
focal plane momentum dispersion at the value of 20 mm/% while the horizontal linear 
magnification is varied in the range from 0.5 to 2. the vertical one does not exceed the 
value of 5 and the momentum an!,11Jlar dispersion is equal zero. These conditions are 
fulfilled by tuning the quadrupoles Q9 and Q 10 in addition to the last quadrupoles Q7 and 
QS of the present facility. As calculation showed such a facility while conserving the 
transverse and longitudinal acceptances of the existing beam line will give an opportunity 
to perform nuclear physics experiments on radioactive beams with the energy resolution of 
about 0.3% and the angular beam divergence of ±5 mrad on th~ physics target. 
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